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A LEGACY OF EXCELLEN CE

Lessons from the rearview mirror
In 1852, Clement Studebaker opened a blacksmith shop with his brother, Henry,
in South Bend, Ind. They had already gained considerable fame as high-end
wagon makers in Pennsylvania. Now it was time to see if they could duplicate
their success in Indiana.
Their business grew, with other Studebaker brothers soon joining the company.
In 1868, they formed Studebaker Brothers Manufacturing Co., known for a
durable line of horse-drawn wagons.

Consumer demand
once again has
shifted toward new
technology, even as

When consumer demand shifted toward a new, gasoline-powered carriage, the
brothers adjusted. By the early 1900s, the Studebakers had fully transitioned
from horse-drawn wagons to gas-powered automobiles.
Their story — emblematic of the state’s proud manufacturing history — doubles
as a business parable for companies facing today’s seismic generational changes.

COVID-19 emerges

The Studebakers weathered the Civil War, World War I, The Great Depression,

as this era’s landmark

World War II and the Korean War — while still managing to produce gems like

manufacturing
obstacle.

the 1947 Starlight Coupe and the 1950 “Bullet Nose.”
Consumer demand once again has shifted toward new technology, even
as COVID-19 emerges as this era’s landmark manufacturing obstacle. How
automotive companies respond to challenges today will determine their financial
health for years to come.
Specifically, for automotive companies to power through current setbacks
and be successful, they must embrace the electronic revolution underway. It
won’t be easy and it will take collaboration and support from the surrounding
community. Indiana provides a hub for this type of forward-thinking innovation.
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Eyes are on the post-pandemic road ahead
The auto industry employs 59 million people globally, either directly or
indirectly, and contributes an estimated $5.5 trillion to the global economy.
Since its inception, the industry has grown in importance to the global
economy, so much so that it now causes ripple effects through other industries
when it slows. Put another way, the world has a vested interest in keeping the
industry rolling.
But to avoid falling behind industry innovations, automotive-related
businesses should pay close attention to key trends and make the necessary
adjustments now.
Auto manufacturers
Low-margin electric vehicles are struggling to grow beyond 2% of the U.S.
market. In response, Bloomberg Intelligence expects automakers to, at least
temporarily, de-emphasize electric vehicles and promote dependable high-

Given the time it takes
to bring new technology
to market, auto suppliers

margin trucks. This bodes well for Indiana, which builds the Chevrolet Silverado
and GMC Sierra at the Fort Wayne Assembly plant in Roanoke, Ind.
Taking the long view, the COVID-19 pandemic is a mere pothole in the
automotive industry’s road toward electronic innovations. Auto manufacturers

must work to stay years

and their suppliers would be smart to continue shifting their focus toward

ahead of the current

hybrid-vehicle technology, which is expected to account for 18.9%of North

consumer demand.

American production volume by 2025. That’s up a percentage point from preCOVID-19 forecasts, according to London-based auto industry analytics firm
IHS Markit.
Auto suppliers
That push toward electronification is encompassing not only how the car is
powered, but also the driver experience, with a focus on luxury and digital
upgrades. As the virus pushes people toward a more digital lifestyle, buyers will
place a greater emphasis on digital safety, tracking and efficiency. And with the
rapid adoption of 5G technology, expect consumers to demand more screens in
their cars to further propel the digitalization trend.
Given the time it takes to bring new technology to market, auto suppliers must
work to stay years ahead of current consumer demand. This means keeping the
focus on a digital and autonomous future. The sensor and service elements are
popular now, but they will only grow in importance and become essential in
electronic and autonomous vehicles.
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In the next five years, the compound annual growth rate in the global
automotive sensor market is expected to jump 10.5%, from $24.5 billion in 2020
to $40.3 billion in 2025.

COVID-19 impact on specific features and
services of automotive digitalization
 Low  Medium  High

In-Vehicle Features
Feature

Safety Features

COVID-19 Impact

Feature

Services

COVID-19 Impact

Feature

COVID-19 Impact

Digital keys



TPMS



Pay as you go



Navigation



ACC



OTA updates



Wi-Fi hotspot



AEB



Health apps



Vitual assistant



LDW



Predictive maintenance



Video/music streaming



V2X



Gesture control



Personalization



TPMS – Tire Pressure Monitor System
ACC – Adaptive Cruise Control
AEB – Automatic Energy Braking
LDW – Lane Departure Warning
V2X – Vehicle to Everything

Source: Counterpoint Research

Auto dealers
Online automobile retailers are best positioned, at least immediately, for the new
post-COVID-19 shopping experience. Consumers have already come to expect a
touchless, socially distant experience in all facets of their daily lives, and they’ll
expect the same considerations during their next vehicle purchase. Online
retailers like Vroom and Carvana have perfected their selling format and may
have a head start over traditional auto dealers who are now trying to shift gears;
Bloomberg Intelligence expects 23%year-over-year growth for Carvana.
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Need for a 21st century workforce
Global automotive sales took a hit because of COVID-19, but consumers
are returning to the market even as the automotive industry tries to supply
pent-up demand.
Almost every major automaker has multi-year expansion plans, creating a
positive domino effect for Tier 1, 2 and 3 auto suppliers. That’s good news for
workers, but it creates a complicated labor puzzle for those companies in
growth mode.

If automakers and their suppliers are to be successful, they must carefully
monitor local labor markets before deciding where to expand. Every MBA
professor will confirm that a company should optimize its location to ensure
the lowest manufacturing and transportation costs, so it can deliver the best
quality and price.
To be sure, workforce is just part of the calculus in deciding where to expand.
Automakers tend to work with a select pool of suppliers located near their
plants, and successful suppliers also must consider availability of raw materials,
energy sources and expansion space.
But the workforce gets the most attention because it’s the one puzzle piece that
really doesn’t have a viable substitute. A business can find alternative energy
sources and get creative with expansion space, but without a skilled workforce,
a company’s engine can’t start, and even if it does, it won’t get very far.
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When looking at potential locations, automotive-related companies must have
a long-term vision of their workforce needs, and be positioned to support the
entire life cycle of a particular vehicle model or technology feature. Second,
as seen with the disruptions of the global COVID-19 pandemic, a strong labor
market gives a company manufacturing agility. Those suppliers in workforce-rich
areas are better positioned to ramp up production as consumers return to the
market.
For its part, Indiana has been strengthening its skilled automotive workforce
for decades, and the automotive manufacturers and suppliers that call the state
home are capitalizing on the advantage. Jim Riggs, President of NTN Driveshaft
Inc., based in Columbus, Ind., knows the benefits. The company first opened its
bearing manufacturing plant 25 years ago in Indiana. When time came for a
major expansion, he had options to consider.
“After conducting an exhaustive multi-state search, we selected Indiana for our
new facility because of its business-friendly climate and policies, the availability

“Manufacturing is
becoming more advanced,

of skilled labor and the strong Hoosier work ethic,” Riggs says.
Indiana has more than 100,000 people working in automotive manufacturing.

with increased automation,

Indiana also is home to more than 34,000 engineers, and the majority — more

higher productivity and

than 21,000 — work as industrial, mechanical or electrical engineers.

expanded support for

Nurturing a talent pipeline doesn’t happen automatically. Behind the scenes

workers to deliver at a

of Indiana’s skilled workforce are public and private partnerships to address

higher quality.”
Brad Rhorer
Chief Talent Programs Officer for Conexus Indiana

potential regional talent gaps across the state. Conexus Indiana, for example
is a nonprofit organization focused on promoting and accelerating Indiana’s
advanced manufacturing economy through collaborations with academic,
industry and public sector partners. It works with automotive companies such
as Cummins, Caterpillar, Honda, Toyota, Subaru, GM and FCA Chrysler.
Brad Rhorer, Chief Talent Programs Officer for Conexus Indiana, has said it's
focused on manufacturing industries because they account for 520,000 — 16%
— out of 3.3 million jobs in Indiana. “Manufacturing is becoming more advanced,
with increased automation, higher productivity and expanded support for
workers to deliver at a higher quality,” Rhorer said. “Manufacturing accounts
for about $104 billion in our overall economy, and the average annual salary of
$77,000 is a great salary to raise a family in Indiana.”
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Workforce agility will be important because today’s innovations will create new
labor demands tomorrow. “A lot of jobs that we will see in the next 10 years
have not even been thought of yet because technology is advancing so quickly,”
Rhorer said. “The jobs that we’re creating now are more technical in nature.
We must take our current workforce and continue to develop their skill sets to
evolve with technology to make their jobs better and more meaningful for them.”
Consider the different skilled workforce conditions between the cities of
Columbus, Ohio and Indianapolis. In Columbus, there’s a talent shortfall in cloud
computing. Many of the roles associated with these skills are hybrid and require
both financial services and machine learning, and the talent in Columbus is
not keeping up with the demand. By contrast, Indianapolis has an abundance
of IT network skills, and the region appears to be showing a surplus of data
warehousing skills among cybersecurity professionals, according to a skills gap
analysis by consulting firm Strada.

Need for talent tomorrow
Globally, training for the next generation of automotive workforce talent lags
far behind the advanced technical capabilities of tomorrow’s vehicles. To meet
consumer demand for cutting-edge automobile technology, more attention must
be placed on developing tomorrow’s talent and updating their skillset.
Education precision will be required, as opposed to the current cookie-cutter,
one-size-fits-all educational approaches that tend to dominate communities
near automotive plants. The existing workforce may not necessarily need the
comprehensive bundled training programs many institutions offer; many times,
rather than upskilling, such programs duplicate what these experienced workers
already know.
More than 1,000 public institutions across the country annually teach 1 million
working-class adults. The challenge, however, is that many of these students are
not positioned to finish a two-year degree program to update their skills, either
because of cost or time.
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Adding to the problem, many of the country’s automotive workers are nearing
retirement. More than 2.6 million baby boomers are expected to retire from
manufacturing jobs in the next decade. And potentially more than half of the
2.4 million vacant manufacturing jobs between now and 2028 could remain
unfilled because of baby boomer retirements and shifting skill sets due to
advanced technologies, according to a survey of employers from Deloitte Insights.

The Skills Gap May Leave an Estimated 2.4 Million Positions Unfilled Between 2018 and 2028

Only 2.2M

2.69M

jobs are likely
to be filled

jobs open due
to retirement

1.96M
new jobs due to natural growth

4.6M

2.4M (53 out of 100)

manufacturing jobs
to fill from 2018–2028

open positions lie vacant due to skills shortage
in the U.S. manufacturing industry

*Calculated on the basis of 52% of the skilled manufacturing positions that are unfilled (per 2018 survey). **Retirement age of 66.
Source: BLS Data, OEM (Oxford Economics Model), Deloitte and Manufacturing Insitute skills research initiative.

Manufacturing workforce analysts are sounding the alarm that if the skills
shortage is not addressed, it could pose a major economic threat. The danger
ranges from automakers not being positioned to respond to new market
opportunities, all the way to losing out on an estimated $454 billion of potential
additional manufacturing value.
Indiana is addressing the automotive skills shortage in two primary ways.
First, the state is home to nationally ranked engineering schools such as Purdue
University, University of Notre Dame and Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
All three schools offer professional development programs in engineering geared
for students working in the automotive sector.
Indiana also is proactively engaging students from kindergarten through
12th grade in specific programs to create an interest in manufacturing jobs.
Programs like “Dream It. Do It.”, “Hire Tech” and “Project Lead The Way” establish
networks of high school “champions” that share industry information with
Indiana youth in a variety of seminars and hands-on training sessions.
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Indiana distinguishes itself from other states with a methodical approach
to developing and connecting talent with employers. Through the state’s
21st Century Talent Regions program, participants from local governments,
business, K-12 education, higher education and nonprofits develop a plan
to create a future-ready workforce. After implementing the program in
Columbus, Ind., for example, that region saw an 18% increase in average
wages, a 50% reduction in high school dropouts and national recognition
as a Talent Hub by the Lumina Foundation.
Since 2012, Indiana’s automotive companies have offered more than 1,000 high
school and college internships and co-ops each year. Toyota, for example,
has partnered with Vincennes University to create the Toyota Advanced
Manufacturing Technician Program, which offers a two-year degree in
Computer Integrated Manufacturing. The program enables students to earn
money and gain hands-on experience even while attending college.
“Indiana understands that the future workforce is critical to our long-term
success,” says Leah Curry, President of Toyota Motor Manufacturing, Indiana
Inc. “Promoting STEM and advanced manufacturing programs in Indiana
high schools is just one example of how Indiana collaborates with us to
ensure our future success.”

A persistent skills shortage
could risk $1.5 trillion

Skills Shortage Could Put $454 Billion of
Manufacturing GDP at Risk in 2028 Alone
 U.S. manufacturing output/GDP

 Manufacturing output/GDP at risk due to skills shortage

economic output over
the decade.
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Need for collaborative support
For an automotive manufacturer or supplier to be successful, it must have strong
public and private support throughout the state. Regardless of a company’s
forward-thinking and aggressive plans for expansion, if it doesn’t have backing
from representatives throughout the state — from the nonprofit community
through the governor’s office — it will be fighting an uphill battle in completing
major projects.
The core problem is that profit margins are tighter than ever in the auto industry.
As a result, it has been forced to adjust with leaner manufacturing practices,
supplier consolidations and other painful structural changes.

The need for collaboration is further underscored when considering the
consumer demand for greater fuel efficiency at lower costs; globalization; and
a technology revolution toward more interconnectivity.
Positioning an automotive company for growth and potential collaborations
starts with selecting the right location.
The Indiana Economic Development Corporation offers performance-based
tax credits, workforce training grants and other resources to help automotive
companies, but other Indiana programs also are positioned to help. For example,
during the past decade Indianapolis-based Energy Systems Network has worked
with automotive companies and government partners to bring sustainable
energy and mobility solutions, including electric car sharing, to Indiana.
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In October 2020, Energy Systems Network and the IEDC collaborated with
the Toyota Mobility Foundation, a Japan-based nonprofit, to establish Indiana
as Toyota’s first “Future Mobility District” in the United States. Through the
partnership, Toyota will be working with Indiana to create a campus where auto
suppliers, technologists and community stakeholders can collaborate to test
mobility innovations for interoperability. Possible advancements may include
a low- to zero-carbon city transit system or a short-distance mobility program
that uses autonomous vehicles.
Such partnerships have come a long way from the state’s auto manufacturing
roots in the early 1900s. Back then, growth from the state’s 170 companies
manufacturing cars and car parts forced Hoosiers to adapt to a new way of life.
By 1925, the Indiana Highway Commission reported, “Horse-drawn traffic has
almost disappeared from our main highways.”
History should serve as a reminder. For Indiana, the ride may be different, but
sitting in the driver’s seat of change feels familiar.
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